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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear SMARTT TEAM

Thank you for the opportunity to submit our revised manuscript to SMART. In response to the reviewers’ comments, which are attached below, the paper was reviewed and revised by an English language medical editor. It was also formatted according to the journal instructions.

Comments:

Figure 1 is not clear. What is the tendon and what is synovitis? Using arrows and circles, give more clear explanation with the relation of bony structures and tendon and synovitis.

In Figure 2, the authors should indicate some relationship between injured tendon with synovitis and bony prominence.

Figure 3 and 4 are same figures. Figure legends of figures 3 and 4 do not make sense to the readers. Give more clear explanation with the relation of bony structures to tendon tear and enlarged peroneal tubercle.

Figure 7 is also out of focus. Please change the picture or add the explanation on the picture.

As the reviewer request all the item was corrected. Also new photo was introduced and the not clear were removed.

Please let me know if there are any other questions or concerns. Thank you.
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